3.TRUOI DAI SCLOPS
EXCURSIONS

Natural Park of the Friulian Dolomites
This spectacular route summarizes many of the most interesting features of the
Friulian Dolomites: from the vertical walls of the Pramaggiore and Monfalconi di
Forni groups to the quiet alpine meadows, from the valley forest vegetation, to rare
and endemic high-altitude flowers, from encounters with ibexes and chamois up to
the human signs left on these mountains.
After crossing the bridge over
the river Tagliamento in Forni di
Sopra, park your car in the Davost
area (900 m above sea level) and
continue on foot along the forest
track (follow the indications for
the hut Flaiban-Pacherini) up
to the path of Val di Suola (CAI
362) that leads to the hut rebuilt
and extended in 2007 (1587 m
above sea level). From here you
can continue on the path CAI
362 that crosses Passo del Mus
(2063 m asl), descends a few
meters on the south side and
then it connects to the trail CAI
369; or, leftthe path CAI 362, you
can choose the one that leads
to the Palon Sole and takes you

Upper Valbinon

directly to the saddle of Fantulina
Alta where it joins the path CAI
362 to get to the saddle Forcella
dell’Inferno (2175 m above sea
level). In both cases this is the
most difficult part of the route but
that is often rewarded with the
sighting of ibexes, chamois and
ptarmigans who normally attend
these steep slopes. From this
saddle, you go down firstly in Val
di Brica, then you cross the same
name mountain pass (2088 m
above sea level) to finally descend
in the picturesque meadows of
Canpuros where there is a spring
source and an old bivouac made
of trunks. The descent continues
along a valley between mountain

pines and sparse larches until a
crossroads that allows a stop at
the near Casera Valbinon (1778
m above sea level) and to which
go back to travel the panoramic
crossing on the Val Cimoliana
through thick mountain pines
up to the mountain pass Urtisièl
(1990 m above sea level). From the
saddle the trail descends along
a first scree slope, then bends to
the left, overcomes a ridge and
then descends again to the hut
Giaf (1400 m above sea level).
After a well-deserved break at the
hut both the trail CAI 346 and the
forest track allow an easy return
to Forni di Sopra.
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PATH TAB
Municipality

Forni di Sopra (UD)

Starting point

parking Davost, Forni di Sopra (900 m)

Arrival point

parking Davost, Forni di Sopra (900 m)

Recommended period

from June to September

Approximate walking time

8 hours

Peculiarities

geological (dolomite boulders)
botanical (scree, cliff, meadows vegetation, endemic flora)
ethnographic (evidence of ancient pastures)

Points of interest

Mus di Brica (isolated tower), Canpuros meadows

Segnavia

CAI 362 e 369 e 361 e 342 e 346

Cartography

Map Edizioni Tabacco Natural Park Friulian Dolomites; And Edizioni Tabacco #02

Support points

Alpine huts of Flaiban-Pacherini, Valbinon, Giaf
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